Tasking Authorities

North Atlantic Council (NAC)

- Logistic Committee (LC)
- Military Committee (MC)
- Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD)
- Committee for Standardization (CS)
- C3 Board (C3B)
- Civil Emergency Planning Committee (CEPC)
- Air Traffic Management Committee (ATMC)
- Air Defence Committee (ADC)
MC Delegated Tasking Authorities

Military Committee Joint Standardization Board (MCJSB)

Military Committee Land Standardization Board (MCLSB)

Military Committee Maritime Standardization Board (MCMSB)

Military Committee Air Standardization Board (MCASB)

Military Committee Medical Standardization Board (MCMedSB)

Military Committee Terminology Board (MCTB)
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Standardization Board Working Groups

- Asset Tracking Interservice WG
  - Policy & Terminology Panel
  - Technical Panel
  - Communications & Infrastructure Panel

- Interservice Ammunition WG
  - Ammunition Standardization Advisory Panel
  - Information Exchange Requirements Panel
  - Terminology Representative

- Sust. Interop. & Standard. Working Group

- Counter Improvised Explosive Device WG
  - Doctrine and Terminology Panel
  - Military Working Dog Panel
  - C-IED Interoperability Panel

- NATO Range Safety WG
  - Proballistic Safety Panel
  - Deterministic Safety Panel
  - Laser Safety Panel

- Military Engineering WG
  - Doctrine and Planning Panel
  - Information Exchange Requirements Panel
  - Terminology Panel
  - Infrastructure Management Panel
  - Support to Stabilisation and Reconstruction Panel
  - Support to Force Protection Panel
  - Materiel Panel

- Land Operations WG
  - Land Doctrine Panel
  - Military Policy Panel
  - Senior Land Terminology Panel
  - Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance Panel
  - Senior Land Information Exchange Requirements Panel

- Combat Service Support WG
  - Battlefield Maintenance Panel
  - Information Exchange Requirements Panel
  - Supply Panel
  - Surface Movement and Transportation Panel
  - ALP-4.2 Custodial Team

- Integrated Capability Group Indirect Fire (ICG IF)
  - IF Tactical Doctrine, Terminology, and Symbology Panel
  - IF Procedures Panel
  - IF Technology Panel
  - Ballistics, Effectiveness, and Fire Control Software – SG/2 Panel
  - IF Information Exchange Requirements Panel

- Helicopter Inter-service WG
  - Helicopter Operation Panel
  - Helicopter Under Slung and Load Equipment Panel
  - Helicopter Logistics Panel
  - Terminology and Symbology Panel
  - IF Information Exchange Requirements Panel

- Explosive Ordnance Disposal Inter-Service WG
  - EOD Doctrine, Policy and Philosophy Panel
  - EOD Tactics, Techniques & Procedures Panel
  - EOD Information Panel
  - EOD Standardization Panel

- Doctrine and Terminology Panel
- Technical Panel
- Communications & Infrastructure Panel
- Infrastructure Management Panel
- Support to Stabilisation and Reconstruction Panel
- Support to Force Protection Panel
- Materiel Panel
Standardization Document
Development Process

Top-down - standardization objectives (SOs)

Bottom-up standardization proposals (SPs)

Standardization Task (ST)

Development

Ratification

Promulgation/Implementation

TAs/DTAs

WG/Custodian

Nations

NSO/Nations
Outsourcing for Savings

IN NATO ~ 21 – 62 months; National SMEs do most work

ADOPTING: ~ 14 – 20 months; work is more distributed

Propose Task Draft, debate, revise, repeat Ratify Promulgate

Propose Decide

Savings!!!

“\textit{It is estimated that savings of between 10 and 50\% could be made through a more intensive use of civil standards in the military sector.}”

\textit{< University of Sussex >}